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Rating: 2.5/5.0

CHICAGO – Unfortunately you can’t judge “The Book Of Life” by its cover. The movie draws on the fertile imagery of the Mexican “Day Of
The Dead” to create its own animated world. The animation is excellent and the wooden characters seem to spring to life – but those
performances are as wooden as a board. Which also describes my feelings for most of this uninspired journey…bored.

The film doesn’t have the courage to go its own way, instead it uses the window dressing of its distinctive look to paper over a story that is
firmly stuck in the material world of mediocrity. Trouble begins from the onset with an uninspired framing device involving grade school
slackers touring a museum and learning about the Mexican cultural traditions – complete with a map showing Mexico with a giant bandito
mustache. These modern characters seem to have been inspired by the BRATZ dolls with grotesquely oversized heads.

The Animated Cast of ‘The Book of Life’

Photo credit: 20th Century Fox

In the brief prologue describing the “Day Of The Dead,” the loved ones of families on earth either reside in the land of the remembered (which
is a sort of heavenly limbo) or the land of the forgotten (which is as dark and depressing as a corner of hell). These two worlds are ruled over
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by a bickering spirit couple La Muerte and Xibalba (Kate de Catillo and Ron Perlman). Viewing two best friends Joaquin and Monolo (Diego
Luna and Channing Tatum) playing in the street with their friend Maria (Zoe Saldana), they make a bet over which boy will grow up to marry
her.

From there you have the beginnings of an interesting story that jumps between the terrestrial world and the sprits pulling the strings. But
director and co-writer Jorge Gutierrez then follows the road well traveled for yet another animated road picture. That would be fine, if the
characters he created had humor, charm, or genuine emotions to go with their distinctive look. But they don’t.

Maria (Voice of Zoe Saldana) in ‘The Book of Life’

Photo credit: 20th Century Fox

Channing Tatum indulges his worst tendencies for wooden acting while playing an actual piece of wood who is as generic a hero/warrior as
they come. Diego Luna isn’t much better playing his best friend who initially wins Maria’s heart, then through supernatural trickery is sent into
the spirit world and must find his way back out to the land of the living.

I wanted to like “The Book Of Life” but I couldn’t shake the sense of deja vu through the whole thing – right down to the wooden pig named
Chuly who seems inspired by the success of the Minions of “Despicable Me” (not necessary a good thing). For a movie about the spirit world,
“The Book Of Life” has very little spirit of its own.

 “The Book Of Life” opens everywhere October 17th in 3D and regular screenings. See local listings for theaters and show times. Featuring
the voices of Diego Luna, Channing Tatum, Zoe Saldana, Ron Perlman, Kate Del Castilo, Christina Applegate, Hector Elizondo, Cheech
Marin, Ice Cube, Placido Domingo, Danny Trejo and Gabriel Iglesias. Screenplay written and directed by Jorge R. Gutierrez.  Rated “PG”
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